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preface

It is

the purpose of this psper to EnElyze and illustrate
the problems cunrronting the constiuction of roacis for the

1ogers in the Tillarnook Burn Fegion.
A coiipilation and calculation of the costs of road construction in the Tillamook Burn Area has never been made.
This psper wili suggest a :etod of road building and will
itemize a break-down of the costs. Eacri logging operator
has a particuiar method of coing Ms own work, each oelieving fus method the most efficient. Generally the conditions
surrounding the operstor deter::ine what methods are to oe used
in the construction of the road. The ultimate aim of all these
operators is to build as economically as possioi.e a road

villi stand

which

up under the

severest of conditions.

attempt to give a break-down of tne
preliminary location costs and road construction costs, that
is, the initial outlay for the construction of the roaci nd
the maintenance ana repair costs of the equipment used.
This information was obtained during the construction of
a three-mile stretch of logging rosd during the summer of
1947. All the costs were coiputed as of the year 1947 and
may not compare with current estimates or calculated costs.
This

papeA

I

deeply indebted to the Stimson Lumber Company,

am

will

Forest Grove, Oregon, and Mr. H.H. Scott, Logging Superintendent, for the opportunity to work on such a project and for

the cooperation extended in obtaining the costs- figures for
the preprat1on of this report.
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THE COST OF ROAD CONSTRUCTION IN THE TILLAMOOK BURN AREA
Introduction

LIHODS OF ROAD LOCATION
Throughout the many logging camps in the Tillamook Burn

Area numerable systems of road location are used.

The methods

practiced are: the transit location, the compass location and
tteyeba11_equals_axehandleT.

"Eyeball-equals-axehandle" is a

term used by loggers to indcate alinement done by the eye.
In locating roads for truck hauling operations some organiza-

tions make little effort to balance embankment and excavation.
The location is picked for the grade most satisfactory for

reaching all the vantage points for

trie

yarding of logs to a

loading point.

Each logging operation has its own method or iocating
roads.

The larger organizations use the transit location be-

cause they can afford more money for the engineering overhead.

Usually these large organizations have long-range

cnstruction plans.

These enable the survey crew to take its

time since it is not being pressed oy the construction crews.
The medium sized organization uses compass location or eye

alinement, because its financial outlay usually does not include a large survey crew.

Its roads are usually laid out

mile or two ahead of the construei,.wn crews, and the road

a.

2

foreman or iogging engineer does

1l the work with one heJ.per.
Trie small logger may run a prelirnary line witri a aney handlevel and let it go at that. Usually he Iuiios trie shortest
distance between two puints regardless of the grade. No
time is talcen for alinernent and curve jocation.
FACTOtb DETERMINING ThE

Use of

the

transit,

iVIETHOD

OF LOCATION

compass, and eye depends upon the

presence of certain conUitions. One factor cieterw.uì.ug wXìat
method to use is trie ownership of trie location of tue survey.

If ali

is to oe carried uut on cu.a.fly land a
certain degree of iaxity can be tolerated, that is trie oeL
location can be picked without the buying of right-of-way.
If the right-of-way is to be bought a transit location will
be desired, because costs of rights-of-way privileges come
high, and the widths, directions, etc. must be definite to
avoid later law suits. The second determining factor is the
physical nature of the tiber. When the area is heavily
forested with green tinber it is hard to get a definite
picture of the topography. The foliage tends to cover up
the terrain in a way that the actual surface of the ground
trie iocation

cannot be detected. The difficult sections of road. building
cannot be picked out, necessitating the running of several

preliminary lines to obtain the best location.

In the

all of the timber and underbrush has
fire. From a high point or ridge overlook-

Tillamook burn almost

been destroyed by
ing

the proposed

site of the road the

rough spots can be picked

out quickly, with a pair of binoculars. This procedure eliminates one or more of the preliminary surveys. Another
reason why survey instruments are not used for the alinernent
is the farnilarity of the ground to be covered. The logging

superintendent is as familar with his ownership as he is with
his own backyard. The equipment necessary for men faidlar
with the terrain Is an abney hand-level and a map of the area.
Usually the first preliminary will be the best location.
PURPObE OF ROAD

This particular piece of road was built to eliminate the
use of a railroad to transport logs to the mill-pond. At the
present the logs are being trucked from the woods to the
camp, where the logs are reloaded on

to the mill twelve miles further.

railroad cars

and taken

plan Is to tear the
railroad up, widen the road, and truck the logs from the
woods to the mill. This three-mile stretch of road cuts off
three miles of the railroad and two miles of the truck road.
The

ROAD REQUIREMENTS

The road was a

mainline road, requiring at least sixteen
The required width of the roadbed was

inches of ballast.
twenty-four feet whenever possible. The maximum adverse
grade was restricted to two-and-one-half percent, and the
maximum favorable grade was twelve percent. Any grade in excesa of two-and-one-half percent adverse would change the

contract price for the huling of the logs.
degree of curvature was 30 degrees.

The maximum

rs

METHOD OF LOCATION USED
After the reguirements for this p&rticular stretcn of

rod

had been determined, the elevations of the proposed take-

off point, the creek crossing, and the junction of the roed

with the ri1road were noted on the map.

The road from the

take-off point to the creek crossing was all favorable grade
and from the creek-crossing to the junction the graie was
adverse.

The next step

ws

to see if the take-off

the creek-crossing could De reached with

favorle

grade.

on a contour

mp

a

poit

and

twelve-percent

Having stepped off the twelve-percent grade
the superintendent found that the r

d

hit

the creek a considerable distance above the proposed crossing.

This proved that the grade could oc leveled off whenever

necessary

and.

that the twelve percent favorable grade could

be lessened in order to save on the wear and tear of the

vehicles and to eliminate the sharper curves.
established that the bridge crossing could

e

When it was
reached satis-

factorily with the favorable grade, the two-and-one-half
cent adverse was stepped off in

a

similar manner.

per-

The adverse

grade from the oridge crossing junctioned with the railroad
at the proposed point previously considered.
The next step was to re-plot a proposed favorable grade
to the original creek-crossing.

A proposed graue was plotted

on the map from the take-off to the bridge crossing, making
the necessary allowances not considered in the previous location, and then the preliminary survey was run on the ground.
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preliminary survey ws run b: the logging superintencient
who with an abney hand-level, checked the proposea gres of
the paper location and recoroing the necessary changes whenever necessary. When he had completed the preliminary location, the final location was ready to oc run.
The equipment used on the final location consisted of
two abney hand-levels, a 100-foot engineer's chain, and lathe
stakes for the station markers. Tach man, except the two
chainmen, carried a double-bitted axe. The personnel consisted
of the instrument-man (also chief-of-party) , one Lead-chainThe

man, one rear-charrinian, one

stake-artist

and two axemen.

The

duties of the instrument man were to set the required gracie,
determine the center line of the road, notch the grade-marks
on stumps for later reference, and see that the curves in the
location were not too sharp. The duties of the chainen were
to chain the distance horizontally and to call out the station
numbers to each other in order to check for errors of the
stake-artist. The stake-artist's duties were to supply stakes
to the head-chainmen and record consecutively the 100-foot
stations on the stakes. The two axemen's duties were to make
sufficient clearing on each sie of the center line ana to
blaze the trees indicating the center line of the roac as
nearby as possible.
The system used to indicate the grade line was a niche
in a tree or stu:'ip. The bottom of the niche was five feet
above the grade. A niche was placed on each side of the tree

or stuxip so it could be used as a reference for a back-site
for the next abney shot. The center line of the road could
be determined from this blaze. Horizontally frofl. this gracie
mark,

left

or

right, whichever intersects the slope is the

center line of the road.

exceptionally steep slopes where
embankments cannot be heldthe stake is placed approximately
on the inside edge of the road.
Now that the final location has oeen completed the oulldozer operator can locate the grade mark and tell where the
center line is. From this the operator knows how much farther
up the hill to go in order to start his cut.
The following wage scale paid this survey crew is not
standard, but the personnel were key-men told to report early
in the spring oefore the logging had begun.
COST OF T}

SURVEY

Personnel
Instrument-man
Head-chainmari
Rear-chairman

Stake-artist
Axeman
Axeman

Plus

20

On

Hourly rate
Logging

$1.75
1.125
1.70
2.00
2.00

supt.

Hours worked
8
8
8
8

8
8

percent for social security

and insurence

TOTAL

Total
$14.00
9.00
13.60
16.00
16.00
$68.60

i3.72

$82.32

FELLING OF RIGHT-OF-WAY

Felling of the right-of-way was the next step in preparing
the location for grading.
A two hundred-foot right-of-way was felled whenever

possiole.

The requirements were to fall everything that

could reach the road in case of a windfell.

A clear right-

of-way is felled 125 feet above the road and 75 feet below
the road.

Coste of Right-Of-Way Fel1in
The cost of the right-of-way felling on this particular

three miles was low, because the area had been logged pre-

viously. (See figure 1

-

Appendix "A")

Usually in the Till-

amook Burn the cost of the right-of-way felling is comparable
to any other timbered area in the Cascades.
The equipment used for felling the right-of-way was a

power saw, and the personnel consisted of two men operating
the saw.

The cost of felling the right-of-way was as follows:

Personnel

Hourly Rate

Hours worked

Head faller
$2.25
16
2nd faller
$2.25
16
Power saw
2 days
$6.43/day
Plus 20 percent for social security and insurance
TOTAL
2
i/
b
j /
a,
-

Total
$32.00
32.00
12.86
12.80
$89.66

The cost per 100-foot station for the felling of the

right-of-way was $0.564.

The reascn for such a low cost for

right-of-way felling was that all of the area had been logged
and burned three different years.

fell the necessary trees.

It took just two days to
2'9-

7//7i/c

CLEARI1'G THE RIGHT-OF-WAY 0F STUMPS

The next step necessary in the preparation for the

grading crew was the shooting of sturps too large for the
bull-dozers to handle.

It was a general practice to shoot

all the stumps eighteen inches and larger in diameter.

Each

stump was loaded with enough dynamite to split it into pieces

easily handled by the dozer operators.

The location happened

to be in an average-sized stand of Douglas Fir, with above
average density.
The necessary clearance frorn the center line on flat

terrain was from eighteen to twenty feet, according to the
size of the stux.

If the stump was large and a border-line

case in respect to the possibility of its roots interfering,
it was shot;

otherwise the smaller stu;ps up to 28 inches were

left because the roots could be handled with ease if encountered in the cuts.

On the side-hill slopes the stumps were

shot according to the amount of cut necessary.
a matter of chance,

It was usually

but an experienced powder monkey was

to tell how far out he had to go.

le

In all the fills the stumps

were shot unless they were at least 16 inches below the gradeline.

Any stumps left near the surface of the grade would

eventually crop out because of the settling of the fill and
the continual wear and tear on the road grade.

Less powder was used on these stumps than would have

been employed on a felled right-of-way through green timber,
because these stuiips had been dead from seven to ten years.
The bark was loose on the roots, making them come out easier.
It was estimated that at least ten sticks of dynamite per

station was saved.

This was a saving of 1,590 sticks of

dynamite on the 159 stations---approximately 350 pounds of

dynaite, at a rate of $14.35

a hundred pounds.

The additional

cost of caps and fuzes was also saved. The dynamite, made by
the Atlas Powder Company, had a strength of 20 percent and

was called Red Stumping Powaer.
The powder-monkey and his helper used the following

standard equipment: 1 pair of crimpers, a round pointed
shovel, a double bitted axe, a spoon, a tamping stick, and

an iron bar.

Whenever possiole an extra man was assigned to

help dig the springing holes and pack the coxes of dynamite.
COST 0F SHOOTING

Personnel

TL1MPS

Hourly Rate

Powder monkey
Powder monkey
Helper
Helper

$1.665/hr.
1.75/hr.
1.35/br.
1.75/br.

Hours
Regular

Worked
Overtime

88
152
24
16

33
26
2
2

Plus 20 percent for Insurance, bociãl Security

Total
$239.10
334.25
i6.45

_________
$643.o5
128.61
$771.66

TOTAL LABOR CHARGES
The amount of powder,

and caps and their costs are

itemized below:
Item

Dynamite

20%, 1/8"xB", 501b.box
ft. rolls
Blasting caps, box of 50

Fu&,

l0

Quantity
180 Boxes
40 Rolls
14 Boxes
TOTAL

Cost
$1224.00
43.00
20.44
$1287.44

Total cost of shooting the stumps.
Labor

s 643.05

20 %, Ins., Soc. Sec.4.
Dynamite, caps and fuze

TOTAL COST

128 61
- 1287.44
$2O59.l

lo

cost per station can oe coL4puted
the number of stations (159) into the total cost.
age cost per 100-foot station was $12.95.
The average

CLEARING 0F TF

aividing
The aver-

by

RIGHT-OF-WAY

After trie stumps were shot the next step was the clearing
of the stumps and logs on trie right-of-way, a process comuonly
called "chunkingout." This consists of yarding-out the logs
that will hinder the bull-dozers when grading operations be-

gin.

The stumps were gruboed out

either

y winching them

with a cable or pushing them out with the blaGe. The center
line stakes were usually by-pased whenever possible so that
the center o1 tne road was always visiole. On the steeper
hill sides it was usually too dilricult to "chunk-out." When

this occurred the grade
were met they were

is to

carried through and as ootacles
pushed to trie sine. The standard procedure
wa

erore covering them up completeij with
dirt. If the logs or stumps are not pulled clear of the
grade they will be covered with the embankment, and after
several years the fills will begin to settle more than usual.
This is caused b a deterioration of the logs and stumps,
which lets the fill settle.
winch them out

SETTING TifE GRADE :IARKERs

After the stumps and logs had been cleared, it was
necessary to set the "Swede-Levels" so that grading operations
might begin. A "Swede-Level" is an upright stake split from
the top down for aproximately a foot. The split is made in

11
order to insert a cross-piece or arm.

After the cross-piece

is inserted the abney hand-level is set on the desired grade,

then placed upon the cross ar.

A sight is taken to the last

established grade mark by moving the cross-piece up or down
with the abney resting upon it until the cross-hair coincides

with the previous set grade
sured by this method.

ark.

A continous graue

is in-

The percent of grade, plus or minus,

is marked upon each stake.

If it happens to be a grade break

the percent is marked Wltii an arrow designating which direction
it has reference to.

A chalk or pencil mark is usually placed

directly under each cross-piece upon the upright in order to

re-establish any cross-piece which might have been knocked
out of position.

This saves time in taking another shot with

the abney if a cross-piece has to be replaced.

When the "Swede-Levels" had been set the dozer operator

had

a

much better picture of the grade line and did not need

to read a slope stake to determine how much the cut or fill

was.

Each dozer operator had been informed that the cross-

arms of the stakes were five feet above the grade.

By gett-

ing off the tractor and sighting along the cross-pieces the

operator could tell where the grade breaks were going to be.
These levels were placed in such a ianner that half of the

road-bed could be worked down to grade without cestroying
them.

If this was not possible they were set at intervals

allowing the dozer-operators to grade between the stakes and

work both ways fro. that point.

Where the alinement of the

road bisected a low spot or small creek gulley, it was neces-

12
sary to use an extra-long stake for the "Swede-Level.t'

To

eliminate cutting extra-long stakes, a grade marker was

placed on each side of the fill.
idea how much of a fill
the fill.
length,

e.

w:.s

This gave the operator an

required to maintain grade across

If the fill or embankment was over 100-feet in

cross-arm and stake was put on a stump near the

middle to get a better idea of iOW much dirt was needed.
One advantage of using the ttSwede_Levelts was the con-

venience of making adjustments in the grade.

If rock that

did not show up originally was encountered, the adjustments
could be make by trial and error.

Within the range of the

maximum grades being used on this location, the cross-pieces
could be moved up or down in order to go above the rock.

That is, no great chnge in the grade could be made; however
a change of three feet would not hurt the grade.

After the

grade had been flattened, in an attempt to go above the rock,
the stakes were lowered on the other side to get back on the

original grade.

This was done gradually to keep from having

an abrupt grade change.

ROAD CONSTRUCTION
Provision For Contracting Road
The proposed procedure for the constructicn of the road

was contracting it to road builders.

A contractor was obtained

who agreed to do the grading and moving of all the dirt and

rock possible.

At the places where the rock had to be shot

the contractor was required to construct an/ access-road

J-3

around it.

This clause was necessary to make it possio.Le for

the contractor to keep on grading whenever possiDie without

welting for the rock to oe shot.

Whenever possible the

corn-

pany dozers were employed in grading also.
The price agreed upon by the contractor was ten dollars

an hour for each machine he had working.

The company furnished

the fuel, grease, lubricants and the sled necessary to tran-

sport them.

The contractor was liable ror all his own break-

downs, maintenance and repair work.

No overtime was to be

consiciered, since his price was a flat rate.

The company was

to furnish the men and superviion for olasting, laying the
culverts, and constructing the road.
The contractor had two Caterpillar-diesel, D_8t8 with a

dozer-blade and drum-unit on each.

The company's available

equipment was an Allis-Chalmers, H-D-14-C, torque convertor,

with blade and drum-unit.

Earthwork
The cuts varied greatly on this road and, as there

ts

no earth work comutations, it is hard to say exactly what
the average cut was.

slope all the way.

The road was constructed on

a

side hill

The cut and fill aid not oalance out

exactly, Out it would 0e safe to say that the balance was

fairly close.

There were two "through-cuts," one being

twenty-four feet at center line and daylighting forty-eignt

feet each way, making

a

total of 96 feet in length.

The

other "through-cut" was thirty-four feet at center line and

14

feet in length. There wss some waste of cirt out the cuts
were n&rrowed to twenty feet at grade, eliminating extrs cost
and the wasting of dirt. The extra dirt wss used for turnouts on eEch end of the cuts for safety measures. The largest
fill was thirty-eight feet at center line, daylighting on one
end sixty-three feet from the center and daylignting on the
other end at ninety-three feet, a total length of 156 feet.
The average cut throughout at center line was ap)roxiraately five feet. The grading crew worKea ten iiours a day Sfld
the average distance per o.ay for trie two contracted cats,
working almost forty-three days, and trie cu.psny cats, working thirteen ays of that rorty-true day period, was 369
87

Íeet.
In a brief comparison of the Caterpillar and the AllisChalmers, the "A-C" used between fifty and fifty-five gallons
of diesel a day, an average of five to five and one-half

gallons an hour, while the Caterpillar burned forty to fortyfive gallons a day, an average of four or four and one-half
gallons of diesel an hour. The Caterpillar couldhandle more
dirt in the blade than could the "A-C", but moved more slowly.
The "A-C" could usually handle one and a half blades of airt
to one for the Caterpillar. The Allis-Chalmers stood up
oetter on this job, but it was a coparao1y new machine. The
operator is the determining factor in getting the best performance fro:. the "A-C" or Caterpiìlr. He must be an expert
in order to make a bull-dozer work at its maximum efficiency.
The nature of the soil that was encountered in construct-

15

Ing the Tillarnook Burn road was typical of the Coast Range.
Near the creek bottoms or small ravines hard rock was

likely

to be encountered. Hard rock was nearly always encountered
on the back-oone of any ridge. Along the side of the ridges
and parallel to the stream's flow, that is a hundred feet or
so above the creek bed, good digging was found. Usually a
different grade of rock was found there that was softer and
most satisfactory for road ballast. Vthenever rock was found
that was satisfactory for ballast material, a road was
pioneered around it, with all the top soil of the rock cleared
to mske it cleaner for the grade. The shovel could load the
trucks fro this point with ease. The rock was then worked
down to grade and if there was evidence th&t it extended into the bank for any distance a pit was made. On this particular road six stations were by-passed because the rock was
too hard to handle. At two places the rock was left on grade
for use as ballast material. Three of the points that haa to
be shot had very good ballast material in them also. All in
all two-thirds of the amount of ballast required was available on the road grade itself. The other one-third had to be
hauled from previously used rock pits.
Cost of Grading

costs of the tractors for constructing the grade
were as follows:
The

Item

Contracted tractors
D-8, no-1
D-8, no-2

Hours worked

434.5
417.5

Cost Per Hour

Total

$lO.O0G- $4,345.00
lO.00

4,175.00
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Item

Hours Worked

Cost Per Hour

Total

Company Tractor
136

HD.-14-C

$ 7.08000

$

962.88

Initial cost of coiilpany tractor-$19660.1O
Life 5 yrs., 1600 urs. per season
Depreciation per hour
2.45750
Interest, taxes, insurance
Average annual investxient-$ll,796.
Yearly charge 10% - $1,179.60
Hourly charge, 1600 hours
.73700
Repairs - $900 every 1600 hrs.
.56300
Operator, $1.875. nr. and including
20% for taxes, social security, etc
and overtime for 10 hrs.
2.47300
Diesel, 5 gals per hr. $.095/ga1.
.47500
Lubricating oil .125 gal.hr. $0.66/
gallon
.08250
Grease, .15 gal/hr
.10275
Dozer drum lines, .28 ft/hr
$.225/
feet
.06300
Drum-unit main-line, .2ft. per hr.
Ç! $0.25
.12400
$7.07775

Supplies for contracted Cats

Diesel
Lubricating oil,5 gall
cat/week
Grease
Transmission #140
Tracrol lubricant
Gasoline for pony motor

Quantity

Cost

Total

3,067 gals $0.095/gal
u

291.36

0.66 /gal

46.20

100 lbs. 0.075/lb
120
"
0.1175/lb
18 gals. 0.145/gal
TOTAL COST

7.50
13.10
2.61
$9,833.65

70

Average cost per station
'f

i'

61.846

¡'-7,

LAYING OF THE CTJLVERTS
After the

grde

was finished the culverts were put in.

If a culvert was needed as the grace was being con8tructed

they were made available.

If the area was too soft and a

chance of getting one tractor stuck the other tractor was

called upon to help.

The butt-hooks on the winch lines of

each tractor would be hooked together; then one tractor would
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stay on high ground while the other would scrape the muck out.
The tractor operator on the high ground would release his

winch letting the line be pulled out with the power of the
other tractor until he

hd

pushed. the muck far enough.

The

tractor on the high ground would then engage its winch to

pull the other tractor back.

This method was used in

c1er-

Ing the soft spots for preparation in laying the culvert.

When grade had been reached the tractor would be oacked off
until it was parallel with the alinement.

Starting at the

inside edge, or bank siue, the dozer-operator would lower his

blade and dig

a

trench the width of his blade at a point a

foot lower than grade.

He would back off agsin and repeat

the ssme operation over again next to his previous blade

width.

Then the trench was completed a wind-row of dirt was

at right angles and crossing the road.

The tractor would

then cross this high wind-row of dirt, turn around and be
ready to push the dirt over the culvert when placed.

method saved the wasting of dirt and having to make

This
a

barrow

pit to cover the culvert with dirt.
The maximum size of culvert used

galvanized-iron,

ws

a twelve-inch,

corrugated culvert, twenty-feet in length.

The minimum size of culvert used was eight inches.

Whenever

an extra joint was needed for length, a coupling with two

bolts was used.

Some of the twenty-foot lengths had been

cut into with a torch to save

a

half-length whenever it was

not necesbary to have a forty-foot culvert.

Specifications For Installing Culverts
The requirement for spacing of culverts w&s 500 feet.

As there were no trees left to held the rain or snow during

the spring months the run-off was extraordinsrily high.

If

an insufficient number of culverts was used the ditches would

overflow washing across the grade.

The size of the culverts

used for nandling surface water was eight or nine inches.
For streams running a small flow, true at the time that this

road was built,

a

twelve-inch culvert was put in.

If the

draw happened to drain a large area, two 12-inch culverts
were placed side by side, not touching each other.

In this

case, a small area, the shape of a triangle, was not filled

when the culverts were covered.

The water would seep into

this hollow space and eventually the stream would follow this
course, underrnining.the fill.

To prevent this the two were

placed approximately four inches apart and rocks put in between them.

When the tractor began to cover the cu.Lverts the

dirt fell between them, filling this space.
In all the fills where there was a chance of the cul-

verts being pigged a safety culvert was put in. (See figure
2 -

Appendix "A")

This would allow the wLter to escape af Ler

it had backed up behind the fill to the level of the safety

culvert. (See figure

2

-

Appendix "A")

When putting the culverts in where

a

spring was un-

covered in excavating, the bull-dozer dug as much dirt as
possible out of the bank.

This was to keep the earth, when

sliding, from covering up the end of the culvert.

A large
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hole was made with the blade below the

of the culvert

end.

and next to the bank so the dirt could settle before

trie

water went through the culvert.

Cost Of The Culverts
The cost of the culverts used

ws

as follows.

No cost

for the labor was figured because, the dozer operator, the

powder monkey and the engineerts helper put them in while
on the job.
Item

Cost

Culvert, 12"

$ 1.11 per in. ft.

911

ti

.90
.75

8"

lt

Couplings, 12"
ti

911

Il
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Quantity
Vt

Vt

V,

t!

40
10
14
15
b

1.45 eac
1.37
"
1.23
't

7

TOTAL COST

Cost
s

880.00
180.00
210.00

6.85
8.61
$1307.21

The average cost per 100-foot station was ------ $

8.202

This is a small cost per station considering the fact

that an extra eight dollars might save three or four days of

work with

a

bull-dozer remaking the fill.

ROCK WORK
Following up the grading and the laying of the culverts,
came the rock work.

It was necessary to wait until the cul-

verts had been put in, because the shovel might have

hd

to

use mats which slows its progress, adding considerable lost
time in the crossing of the soft places.

tedious and painstakingly operation.
to be considered,

operating

a

such as hiring

a

Rock work is a

There are extra costs

rock man and helper,

shovel, servicing and maintaining a compressor,
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sharpening the cr111-steel for the jack-hammer, &nd buying

more expensive

nd higher exp1osve dyna;iite.

rock the wear and tear on equipment is coubled.

In moving

Trctors

t&ke a terrific "beating" in moving the shot rock; also the

shovel receives an extra hard work out.

There rock is en-

countered the width of the roadbed is narrowed to save on
expenses.

Extra grade breaks have to be considered, and it

proves wise and economical to consider breaking the grade
instead of shooti.ng an extra foot deeper into the rock.

The

time in drilling and extra pöwder bought raises costs rapidly.
The equipment used to

cob&t

the rock on the Tillamook

Burn operation was owned by the company so no cntr&cts had
to be made.
a 7/8

A gas-operated power-shovel, Bucyrus Erie, with

yard bucket, was used to clear the shot rock.

Caterpillar D-8 was also used to
into the fills.

;nove

The

the larger, coarse rock

A Sullivan two-wheeled air conpressor was

used to furnish air for the jack-harner.

Cost 0f Shooting Rock
The cost of the equipment used was as follows:

Bucyrus Erie Shovel
Depreciation
Insurance, Irterest, taxes
Fuel, 32 gal. gas/day
$0.145
Grease and oil, $6.00 week
Maintenance and repair
Operator $1.90/hr. plus 20%
Pitman $l.375/hr. plus 20%
Cost per 10 hr. day
Cost per hour 1?ss labor

Charges/day
$33,00
7.00
4.64
0.60
1.69
2.28
1.65
$50.86
$ 4.693
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oullivan Air Compressor

Hourly charge

Depreciation on Initial Invest, of $1841
Life 5 years, use loo days a year
Interest, taxes, Insurance
Fuel, gas, Il gals/day, 10 br. day
Grease and oil, b pts. a week
.66/gal
Maintenance and repair
Depreciation of jack-hammer,
and drill U.L.tS per aay.
The cost of

rockc.

wu

drl..L1

$ 0.37
O 110

0.156
O 155
0.050
$ 0.740

still
$4.12

$ 0.412

nc1uding thLastlng Labor and Equi-

ment.

Equipment
i tern

Shovel
Air Compressor
Drill Steel etc.

Cost Per Hour
$4 . 693
O 740

0.412

Hou
Regular

Woied
Overtime

143 5
262.0
262.0

Total
$673.45
193.88
107 94

Personnel
Shovel-operator
$1.900
143.5
24.5
Pitt-man
1 275
143 5
24 5
Powder-monkey
1.750
176.5
40.5
Compressor-operator 1.750
159.0
39.0
Powder-monkeyhelper
1.325
44.0
4.0
Additional 20% of all wages for social security,
insurance, etc.
.

Supplies

Quantity

Dynamite
Flo-dyn #4
15,000 lbs.
Gelatin, 60%
1,250 "
Dynamite, 20%
400 "
Electric last: ing
Caps
2,500 ea.

332.47
247.90
415.19
380.63
61.25
287.49

Unit price
$14,50/100 lbs.
18.25/100
13.60/100

$2,175.00
228.13
54.40

10.90/100 lbs.
TOTAL C )ST

272.50
$5,430.23

t,

t,

The average cost per station for rock work was $34.15.

This figure is somewhat high to base all road cost estimates
on, since not all the circumstances are the same in every job.
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The sdverse grsde could not exceed two-and one-half percent
to stay within the contract naulirig specirictions; if the

road were decreased in grade it would oe longer and all inspections showea tnat it would have encountered more rock
work, with a subsequent increase in cost.

A safe cost

figure per staLion to use in the Tillarnook Burn area would

be about twenty-five dollars.

This figure is comparable to

other construction jobs this company

BRIDGE

ha.s

completed.

CROING

The next cost to oe considered is the construction of
the creek crossing.

The bridge had to be com3leted oefore

the road could be ballasted completely.

The rainy season

was ap7roaching and it was feEred that the whole road could

not be ballasted before the roadbed became too soft to
travel over.
The situation facing the engineering crew was as follows:
The crossing was to be made at &n angle to facilitate an easy

turn, approaching it, oecause the road was paralleling the

creek at this point.

The span was to be forty feet in length

with twelve feet of clearance fro

the bottom of the stringer

to the creek level in the surnmertine.

The width of the span

was to be twenty feet when the ballast had been put in.
The materials used for the structure were green logs

for the stringers and burnt, well preserved, logs for the

mud-sills and criboing.

Old haul-back line was to be used

for the lashing; the lashings were to be held

tunt with
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railroad spikes.
Two tractors were used for the construction of the

bridge.

The approaches on each side of the bridge were

cleared to the bed rock of the creek so
for the mud-sills would be available.

s

solid foundation

The mud-sills were

laid; then the cribbing was laid upon the mud-sills.
the cribbing was lashed securely, the

After

tr1ngers were laid

upon the cap which was in turn resting upon the criboing.
By using two tractors, one on each side of the creek, the
stringers were )laced into position

u1ckly.

Following the

placing of the stringers upon the caps and lashing them
securely, guard-rails of the

saiiie

size as the stringers were

pisced In the saddle formed by the outertwo stringers on
each edge of the bridge and lashed securely to the caps
figure

3 -

Appendix "A")

(See

The bulkheads formed by the crlbb-

Ing were filled with the large rock, shot fro. the roadbed
nearby.

After the bulkheads were filled within a foot of the

grade, smaller ballast was used to fill up the spaces oe-

ween the lcrger rocks and to bring it up to grade.

After

copletion of one bulkhead the dozer operators pushed ballast
onto the stringers, bringing it up to grade and continuing

tiis on across the bridge until heavy rock could oe pushed
into the other bulkhead where the operation was repeated.

Cost Of Bridge Construction

Equipment
Company Tractors

Rate
$7.08/hr.

Hours
32

Total
$226.56

Supplies
Quantity
Stringers
14,960 bd ft.
Guardrails
3,740
Discarded haul-back
500 ft.
Railroad spikes
100 ea.

Price
$50

Personnel
Rigging man(hook

Hours

To tal

$748.00
187.00
20.00
3.00

50
.04
.03

Rate

tender)
$2,075/hr.
32
Choker setter
1.75/hr
32
Plus 20% for social security, Ins., etc.
TOTAL COST

$ 66.40

56.00
4 .48
$1331.44

Every organization has its owi method of constructing a
bridge, and it is questionable whether any two methods would
have the

saine

cost data.

Therefreit

is difficult to use

this cost figure for an estimate in constructing a f orty-

foot log span.
BALLASTING OF

T1I

ROAD

The final step in coiripleting the road for log hauling

was the bellasting of it.

This was the

ost expensive item

in the construction and preparation of the road.

Many an

operator has becoe insolvent when he has attempted to rock

his road.
This conipariy was fortunate in having its supply of

ballast in sufficient quantities upon the job, and

a con-

siderable amount of usable ballast was encountered upon the
grade.

This was bypassed with the grading equipment, leav-

ing it for the shovel

nd gravel trucks.

There were places

along the road to which the ballast had to be hauled for a
mile and one-half.

This happened to be at the beginning of

the road where no ballast could be found.

After this piece

had been rocked there were numerous rock pits to be found at
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close intervals.

The possible rock pits were locEted

the distance between eacÍ

pit was deter:iined.

nd

It was a

practice to set a steke half way between the pits and haul
to this point froni each pit, working toward the rock pit

being used.

After this stretch had been conpleted lt was

smoothed down with a bull-dozer to allow trucks and pickups to travel over it.

When enough of the road had been

rocked and spread, the ro&d maintainer was called upon to
work it down further.

Now that the general procedure in

rocking has been descrioed the specifications will be covered.
Specific ations
In preparing the grade for ballasting several steps were
taken.

The road

The first step was sAnoothing the sub-grade.

maintainer bladed the bub-graue, working out whet roots and
chunks were left.

proper drainage.

The seccnd Step was preparing a ditch for
The maintainer's blade was tilted to cut a

ditch was made to serve as a buffer to prevent the ballast

from going into the ditch.

(See figure 4 - Appendix

'TA")

Now that the sub-grade was ready fcr the ballast, center
stakes were placed on the grade to give the dukAip-truck driver
an idea where the center of the road was.
The width of the road when the bEllas.t had teen spread

was eighteen feet.

(See figure 4 - Appendix "A")

The thick-

ness of the ballast upon the grade was set at a minimum of
twelve inches and a maximum of sixteen inches.

throughtout was fourteen inches.

The average

(See figure 5 - Appendix "A")
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The rock was to be dumped in piles with no spreading

through the tail g&tes

Double rowe of rock were

t all.

dumped on the grade; the row next to the ditch was dumped
far enough froi. the ditch to keep it from filling the ditch

when spread with the bull-dozer.
After the rock had been spread with the bull-dozer the

road-maintainer worked it

ciown

futher.

The maintainer was

equipped with an hydraulic-operated dozer blade placed in
front.

(See figure 6

-

Appendix

ttA')

If rather large rocks

were left on the grade the maintainer could handle them

without having to call on a bull-dozer for help.

Attached

to the rear of the maintainer was a water-filled roller

weighing ten tons.

(See figure 7 - Appendix "A")

As the

grade was being smoothed out the roller was packing it into
place.

This roller proved very s6tisfactory in compacting

the ballast.
The company contracted three 5-yard dump trucks and
one 10-yard dump truck

also two of their own five-yard

dump trucks were on the job.

Two power-operated shovels

were available f Dr digging the rock.

In case one srovel

had a break down the other shovel could be put into use
immediately, and at times both of the shovels were working
simultaneously.

Cost of Bal1astiri

the Road

The costs of ballasting the road are as follows:

Cost of equipment operation

Hours worked

Bucyrus rrie 7/8 yd. bucket
Unit 3/4 yd. bucket
Contracted trucks with driver
b yards
Contracted trucks witn driver
10 yards
Company trucks/w/driver
Austin-Western grader
Personnel

$4.693
4.693

$2,775.91
253.42

619.0

4.375

2,708.13

70.0
02.0
116.0

8.175
4.375
3.14

572.25
3,508.75
364.24

Overtime

537
280

44.5

1.90
1.50

Plus 20% for social security and insurance,etc.

TOTAL
The average
$75.87.

cost per

Total

591.5
54.0

ttegui..ar

Shovel operator
Road Monkey

Rate/hr.

ation for rocking

ti'e

E1,±47.13
420.00

313.13
$12,062.96

road was

The cost per yard was $0.855 ror having tne rock

dumped and spread.

ENGINEERING CO3TS
The next and

ing supervisiuxi.
as foreman

mately

a

or'

tfliicì

1mal

cost to oe consiered is the engineer-

Ihe engineer aided

tnis project.
or rus tn

e

oy

one assistant,

b

ved

The i'oad foreman spent approxi-

on the joo, meanwhiie supervising

the road construction on another project.
The cost of the engineering supervision was as fo1low:

Personnel

Road foreman
Engineer
Ass't

Rate

$2.075
1.825
1.75

Hours Worked
Regular
Overtime
196
524
240

151.0
67.5

Plus 20%, social security and Insurance

Total

$406.70
1,369.68
597.19
474.71
$2,848.28

The engineering and supervision costs were 8.8 percent

of the total outlay for the construction and ballasting of

this road project.
ITEMIZED OUTLAY FOR THIS PROJECT
Survey
Right-of-way felling
Shooting of stumps
Grading
Laying of culverts
Rock work
Creek Crossing
Ballast work
Engineering Supervision
TOTAL COST

82.32
82.50
2,059.10
9,833.65
1,307.21
5,430.23
1,331.44
12,062.96
2,848.28
$35,037.69
$

The average cost per mile for the road construction was

$11,679.23, at a cost of $220.36 per 100-foot station.
The writer hopes that a clear picture of the problems

faced by any individual attempting to build a logging road
have been illustrated sufficiently will to give him assistance in meeting them.

The methods used in constructing this

road have been accepted by nost loggers as being the

iost

efficient means yet attempted in the Tillamook Burn.
The costs found in this report are authenic and can

be relied upon as bases of estimates for similar construction
jobs in the Tillamook Burn Area.

APPENIIX
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Photo Missing

Figure 1
The area had been logged eleven years
previously to building the road.

Figure 2
A safety-culvert used. in fills where
the waterway may become plugged.
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Figure 3
The bulkhead of the bridge lashed securely
with ceble.

Figure 3
The bulkhead showing the cap, the
stringer, and the guardrail lashed
with haultack line.

Figure 4
Notice the effectiveness of the buffer to keep the
ditch cle&r when spreading the rock. The width of
the ro&d on this curve is 26 feet.

Figure 5
The thickness of the ball&st
in ches.

verged fourteen

:

Figure 6
The hydraulic dozer-blade installed on the AustinWestern Road Maintainer.

Figure 7
The water-filled roller usea to roll the ballast
this coupled to the road maintainer.

